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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel AR registration method for overlay-
ing a virtual object onto real world by multiple planes in arbitrary
positions and poses. In this method, we do not require neither
artificial markers nor sensors, but natural feature points on arbi-
trary multiple planes. We assign a 3D coordinate system for each
plane independently. For each coordinate system, the projection
matrix is computed in order to relate the coordinate system to
the input images. Then, all the 3D coordinates are integrated
into a projective 3D coordinate space that is defined by two ref-
erence images. Such integration can reduce errors in registration
of a virtual object with the real world coordinate. For demon-
strating the effectiveness of the proposed method, some experi-
ments for overlay of virtual objects into image sequences taken
with a handy video camera are performed. Accuracy evaluation
by the number of planes via a synthesized image sequence is
also performed, which indicates that the integration of a number
of planes reduces the registration error. Additionally, compari-
son of proposed method with one of related work is performed.
Our approach can contribute to image generation applicable to
movie, sports casting, TV show, and so on.

1. INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) / Mixed Reality (MR) allows
users to see the real world with virtual objects superim-
posed onto the real world. Thus AR can provide the users
with more effective view [1, 2]. In movies and TV pro-
grams, adding the virtual objects to images taken in ad-
vance can create new effect such as the images have been
shot in the place which are hard to go to or cannot obtain
the permission to shoot film. It is called “post-production”
and often applied to media production recently.
One of the most important issues for AR is geometrical
registration between the real and the virtual world. In
order to achieve correct registration, accurate measure-
ments of the camera rotations and translations (correspond
user’s view) are required. For the measurements, some
kind of sensors such as magnetic or gyro sensors can be
used. The registration by positioning sensors is stable
against the change of light condition and effective espe-
cially when a camera moves rapidly. However, the rota-

tions and translations obtained only from positioning sen-
sors are not enough accurate to achieve perfect geometri-
cal registration. Furthermore, the use of sensors has some
limitations in practice: user’s movable area, perturbation
caused by the environment, and so on. Thus, when using
such sensors, it is necessary to employ a hybrid system
that combines vision-based method and sensors [3–5].
On the other hand, vision-based registration does not re-
quire any special devices expect cameras. Therefore AR
system can be constructed easily. If the vision-based reg-
istration works well, the augmentation results are gener-
ally more accurate than the results obtained only from
sensors. Vision-based registration relies on the identifi-
cation of features in the images. Typically artificial mark-
ers placed in the real world [6–9], model-based [10–13],
and / or natural features [14, 15] are used for the registra-
tion. Since markers are designed to be easily detectable,
the registration based on the artificial markers generally
works well. However, arranging the markers takes extra
efforts. It also limits user’s moving range, and gives bad
visual appearance. For avoiding using the artificial mark-
ers, we may take model-based approach [10, 13], which
can also provide high accuracy, but it is hard to construct
the system simply because of the model generation. On
the contrary, the registration based on natural features has
few limitations, so it is suitable for using outdoor environ-
ments and holds grate promise in the future.The related
works based on natural features have used various fea-
tures: feature points [6, 14, 15], edges [16] or curves [17].
Neumann et al. [14] have applied optical-flow of natural
features to estimation of the motion of the camera. Chia
et al. [15] have proposed on-line AR registration. Their
approach based on only epipolar geometry (fundamental
matrices) between two reference cameras, which are cal-
culated by tracked natural features, so construction of the
AR system is very easy. However, it is commonly true that
few features available for registration in the real world. As
a result, the augmentation becomes unstable and generates
tracking jitters. For reducing such instability, still more ef-
fective and stronger constraint should be employed.

The registration using planes [18–21] attracts attention re-
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method.

cently. Using planar structures of the scene is very signif-
icant approach and gives effectively restricted conditions,
because a lot of planes exist indoor or urban environment.
Ferrari et al. [21] have tracked a planar region in order to
overlay virtual textures onto the region. The textures au-
tomatically deform their shape with changing view point
by affine transformation. This approach, however, can
only overlay 2D textures. Simon et al. [18–20] have pro-
posed related approaches. They constructed AR systems
using multiple planes such as room’s floor and walls or
wall surfaces of buildings. In [19], they estimated projec-
tion matrix by multiple planes which are perpendicular to
the reference plane, using uncalibrated camera . In [20],
they estimated projection matrix using calibrated camera
by multiple planes of arbitrary position and pose. In this
method, the geometrical relationship between these planes
and motion of the camera are calculated by bundle adjust-
ment which carries out over all frames.

In this paper, we propose a method for vision-based regis-
tration using multiple planes in arbitrary position and pose
by uncalibrated camera. Our approach does not require
any information on physical relationship of the planes. We
estimate the relationship of the multiple planes by con-
structing “projective space”. The main contribution of our
method is to construct the projective space with two ref-
erence images for estimation of geometrical relationship
among the planes and camera. The constructed projective
space provides geometrical relationship of the planes even
if the planes are not perpendicular and intrinsic parameters
are unknown. Furthermore our method can estimate the
camera motion frame by frame as long as the projective
space is defined.

2. OVERVIEW

This section explains the algorithm for our registration
method using multiple planes in arbitrary position and pose.
Actually a lot of planes exist indoors or urban environ-
ment, thus using planes is useful for AR registration which
does not require any artificial markers. We assign a 3D
coordinate system for each plane. Since the geometrical
relationship among the planes is unknown, the 3D coordi-
nate systems are independent to each other. We define a
projective 3D space by two reference images. (This ref-
erence images are selected from input image sequence.)
By using this projective 3D space, independent coordinate
systems for each plane are related and the profit of multi-
ple planes can be taken. Figure 1 describes an overview of
the proposed method. Input image sequence is taken with
an uncalibrated video camera. First, the natural features
are tracked for the input image sequence in which n planes
exist. The KLT-feature-tracker [22] is used for the track-
ing of the natural features. We assume that the extracted
feature points are segmented into areas of planes. In this
paper, we do not focus on the method for the segmenta-
tion, so we segment them by manual. Using the features
on each real world plane, a homography that relates the
plane to image plane is computed for each plane. Next, a
projection matrix that relates a 3D coordinate on the plane
to the image is computed by extending the homography to
three dimensions from two dimensions. Hence, the pro-
jection matrices are computed for all planes. Then, these
projection matrices are integrated through the projective
space in order to reduce the error, which may be included
in the matrices, and to relate the coordinate system of each
plane. When the projection matrices are integrated, we
can get the coordinates, which overlay a virtual object.
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Finally, a virtual object is rendered onto output images.

3. REGISTRATION WITH MULTIPLE PLANES

3.1. Assign 3D coordinate systems

In this method, we first assign a 3D coordinate system for
each plane in the 3D real world independently. As shown
in figure 2, each coordinate system is defined as setting
each plane to Z =0. This is for computing the projection
matrix. The detail of computing will be described in the
next section.

Figure 2: Example of assigning 3D coordinate systems.

3.2. Calculate projection matrix

A projection matrix P is the 3×4 matrix which relates
3D real world to 2D image plane, so that a 3D point X'
(X, Y, Z, 1) is projected to a 2D point x ' (x, y, 1) as
follows.
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When Z =0, that is a 3D point exists on the plane which
is setting to Z = 0 and it has a form X ' (X, Y, 0, 1),
equation (1) will be
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where P̂ is the 3×3 matrix, the thrid column of P has been
deleted. Therefore, P̂ relates a 2D point to a 2D point and
is equivalent to a planar homography H . Then, we can
write
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∴ P̂ = H

Thus, if the homography between the plane in 3D real
world and 2D image is known, we can compute the projec-
tion matrix from H . In the following, the process based
on this theory will be described.

3.2.1. Computing homography

Figure 3 shows the homography between the 3D world
plane and the image plane. In order to compute a ho-
mography, more than four points that is on the plane are
required. We use the natural features points tracked by
KLT-feature-tracker [22].

Figure 3: Homography between the world plane and the
image plane.

3.2.2. Estimate intrinsic parameters

Since we take the input image sequence by an uncalibrated
camera, we need to estimate the intrinsic parameters of the
camera. We approximate by fixing skew to 0, aspect ratio
to 1 and principal point to the center of the image, and the
intrinsic parameters can be defined as follows.

A =





f 0 cx

0 f cy

0 0 1





(cx, cy) : principal point
f : focal length

Then, we explain how to compute the focal length f . A
projection matrix P is

P = A [R | t] = A [r1 r2 r3 t] (4)

where R is a 3×3 rotation matrix, t is a translation vector
of the camera, and r1, r2, r3 are column vectors of R.
Thus, we can write with equation (3)

P̂ = A [r1 r2 t] = H (5)

[r1 r2 t] = A−1H (6)
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According to the property of R, the inner product of r1

and r2 is set to 0. Therefore, we can obtain the focal
length, if the homography H has this form,

H =





h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 h33



 (7)

f2=
(h11−cxh31)(h12−cxh32)+(h21−cyh31)(h22−cxh32)

−h31h32

(8)

3.2.3. Estimate extrinsic parameters

Extrinsic parameters of a camera consist of a rotation ma-
trix R and a translation vector t. Since r1, r2 (the first
and second column vectors of R) and t are already known,
we should estimate only r3. Then, according to the prop-
erty of R, we compute r3 since r3 is set to the cross prod-
uct of r1 and r2 . Therefore, R is

R = [r1 r2 (r1 × r2)] (9)

By performing such processing to all planes, projection
matrices based on X-Y coordinate system assigned each
plane are computed.

3.3. Integrate projection matrix

In the previous section, the projection matrix is computed
for each plane. Although each matrix is reliable around
each plane, as the position of a virtual object moves away
from each plane, the accuracy becomes lower. Therefore,
we will integrate the projection matrices of all planes and
compute more accurate matrix at any place in the image
and reduce registration errors. We construct a 3D pro-
jective space in order to integrate the projection matrices.
Two reference images are picked up from the input image
sequence (usually first image and last image). The pro-
jective space is defined these referece images and it is a
common 3D coordinate system for the whole input im-
ages.
Figure 4 shows the relationship of the coordinate systems
among the real world, the projective space and the image.
Pk is the projection matrix from kth plane, T W P

k is a 4×4
transformation matrix which relates the real world of kth
plane to the projective space, and T PI

k is a 3×4 trans-
formation matrix which relates the projective space to the
image. When we know T W P

k , we can compute T PI
k using

the projection matrix Pk as the following relationship.

T PI
k = PkT W P

k

−1 (10)

Figure 4: Relationship among 3 coordinate sysmtes.

T PI
k is the transformation from the projective space to the

image that is computed by kth plane, but it should theo-
retically be unique no matter which plane is used for com-
puting it. Therefore, we integrate all T PI

k computed by all
planes for the unique T PI .
In our method, we define two projective space, “by projec-
tive grid” [23] and “by projective reconstruction”. In the
following, we descrive how to compute T W P

k and T PI
k ,

define the two projective space, and compute a coordinate
point in the space corresponding to one in the real world.

3.3.1. Calculate T W P
k

Consider Cw ' (Xj , Yj , Zj , 1) as a point on the kth plane
in the real world, and Cp ' (pj , qj , rj , 1) as a point in
the projective space, we can write the relation of the two
coordinate system by

T W P
k =
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Cp ' T W P
k Cw (12)

where we let t44 = 1,

Mjt = bj (13)
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t =
[

t1 t2 t3 t41 t42 t43
]> (15)
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 (16)
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Therefore, if the corresponding m points (m ≥ 5) in the
real world and projective space are given, equation (13) is
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Thus, by least-square method, we can write
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If m = 5, any combination of three points in the five
points must not be aligned on the same straight line. Any
combination of four points must not also be placed on the
same plane.

3.3.2. Calculate T PI
k

When T WP
k is known, we can compute T PI

k by equa-
tion (10). Thus, we compute T PI

1
∼ T PI

n for each plane.
Those matrices T PI

1
∼ T PI

n should be same, if every mea-
surement is completely accurate. However, they are slightly
different each other because of errors in previous proce-
dures, such as tracking feature points. The integration
of those matrices will provide a more accurate projec-
tion matrix relating the projective space and the image
plane. Because those matrices are almost the same, we
assume that merging them can approximately provide the
integrated matrix. In the merging computation, we take
weights w1∼wn, which are determined according to the
distance from the point to superimpose to 3D coordinate
origin of each plane.

Figure 5: Weight for each 3D coordinate system.
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Such integration of the matrices can be regarded as inte-
gration of the tracked planes.

3.3.3. Calculate coordinate points in projective space

In order to calculate T WP
k , the corresponding m points

(m ≥ 5) in the real world and projective space are re-
quired. We explain the definition of the projective space
and how to calculate coordinate points in the projective
space by real world and image coordinate.

By projective grid

A projective space by projective grid is called a Projec-
tive Grid Space (PGS) [23]. PGS is a 3D space that is
constructed by two reference images captured by two ref-
erence cameras shown in figure 6(a). The three axes of the
space are expressed by P , Q, and R, which are the hori-
zontal and vertical axes (UA, VA) of the reference image
A, and the horizontal axis (UB) of the reference image B,
respectively.
Consider CP ' (p, q, r, 1)> as a 3D point in PGS, CA '
(p, q, 1)> and CB ' (r, vB , 1)> as a 2D point on the
reference image A, B respectively shown in figure 6(b).
CA is back-projected into the space as a 3D line and a
vertical line going through CB is also back-projected as a
3D line. In fact, CP is the intersection (uA, vA, uB , 1) of
the line and plane in PGS. Thus, five (or more) points are
computed in this projective space.

Figure 6: Projective grid space (PGS).

By projective reconstruction

A projective space by projective reconstruction is con-
structed by two reference images captured by two refer-
ence cameras shown in figure 7. When epipolar geometry
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between the reference images (cameras) is known, the re-
lationship between the projective space and reference im-
ages is respectively

{

PA = [I | 0]

PB = [MeB]
(22)

M = −
[eB]

×
FAB

‖eB‖2
(23)

where FAB is a fundamental matrix of image A to B,
and eB is an epipole on the image B. Consider Cp '

[p, q, r, 1]
> as a point in the projective space,

CA ' [uA, vA, 1]
> as on the image A, CB ' [uB , vB , 1]

>

as on the image B, we can write

QCP = 0 (24)

Q =









P 1
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P 2

A − vAP 3

A

P 1

B − uBP 3

B

P 2

B − vBP 3

B









(25)

P i is the ith column vector of P . Then, we obtain Cp '

[p, q, r, 1]
> by the singular value decomposition of Q. Thus,

five (or more) points are computed in this projective space.

Figure 7: Projective space by projective reconstruction.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement the augmented reality system based on our
method using only a PC (OS:Windows 2000, CPU:Intel
Pentium IV 3.20GHz) and a CCD camera (SONY DCR-
TRV900). The images in all the experiments are 720×480
pixels, and graphical views of a virtual object are rendered
with OpenGL library.
The process of implementation is described below. First,
the camera image sequence is captured by a hand-held
uncalibrated camera. The first and last images of the se-
quence are selected for construction of the projective space
(the reference images). Secondly, natural features in the

scene are tracked by KLT. Then the extracted feature points
are segmented into groups, so that the feature points in a
group are located on a same plane. Next, a 3D coordinate
system is independently assigned for each plane. Then
homographic matrix between the 3D coordinate on each
plane and the image plane is computed by the extracted
feature points on the plane. At the same time, we also
compute fundamental matrices between the reference im-
ages for constructing the projective space based projective
reconstruction by correspondence of the extracted features
points. Additionally, projection matrices are computed
by the homographies of each planes, and integrated using
the projective space constructed by the reference images.
Then, a virtual object is rendered and overlaid onto each
frame of the image sequence.
The overlaid AR camera images produced by the augmen-
tation are shown in figure 9, 10. As figure 8 shows, figure
9 uses 4 planes, and figure 10 uses 3 planes. Both result
images are generated using the projective space based on
projective reconstruction. Our approach can superimpose
a virtual object onto the image sequence successfully.

Next, in order to evaluate the registration accuracy in our
method, we perform the same implementation for the syn-
thesized image sequence rendered with OpenGL (figure 8
right column). Since we have to know the exact position
and pose of a camera to evaluate accuracy, we use the syn-
thesized images. The overlaid images are shown in figure
11. A virtual object overlaid is a cube.
Figure 11 and 12 show the results of the evaluation ex-
periment. Figure 11 shows the images in result sequences
which are overlaid by 1 plane, 8 planes (PGS) and 8 planes
(projective reconstruction) respectively, and figure 12 shows
the comparison of x-y coordinates between the theoretical
values and the results of 1 plane and 8 planes (projective
reconstruction).
In figure 11, the back cube (theoretical cube) is in cor-
rect position. As compared with the result of 1 plane,
the result of 8 planes by projective reconstruction is much
more precise and indicates the effectiveness of our pro-
posed method. As for the result by the PGS, although the
position superimposed is almost exact, projected shape of
the cube is a little distorted. This is because that the trans-
formation between the PGS and 3D coordinate system on
each plane cannot strictly be represented with linear pro-
jective relationship. However, computation of the geomet-
rical transformation is faster than the case of projective
reconstruction. Thus, registration with the PGS may be
useful if the approximation of linearity in the transforma-
tion can be satisfied.
Figure 12 also shows that the result by 8 planes has less
registration errors and jitters than using only 1 plane, in
spite of no information about the relationship of the planes.
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Figure 8: Planes used for each experiment.

(a) Frame0 (b) Frame20 (c) Frame40

(d) Frame60 (e) Frame80 (f) Frame100

Figure 9: Overlaid image sequence of a virtual object.

(a) Frame0 (b) Frame33 (c) Frame66

(d) Frame70 (e) Frame74 (f) Frame99

Figure 10: Overlaid image sequence of a virtual object.
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(a) 1 plane (b) 8 planes (PGS) (c) 8 planes (Projective Reconstruction)

Figure 11: Overlaid images with the theoretical cube.

This suggests that increasing the number of planar struc-
ture in the scene can improve the registration accuracy.

Figure 12: Comparison of x-y coordinates between 1
plane and 8 planes with theoretical values.

We also evaluate the proposed method by comparing with
one of related works, Simon et al.’s method [19], in which
multiple planes need to be perpendicular to the reference
plane (that is one of multi-planes). For the comparison,
we apply the image sequence (shown in figure 13) to this
method and our method, and evaluate the registration ac-
curacy. The result of the evaluation is shown in figure 14.
Even though our method does not require any geometri-
cal information of the plane, our method achieves almost
same accuracy with Simon’s method, in which the planes
need to be perpendicular to the reference plane.

5. CONCLUSION

A geometrical registration method for AR system with
uncalibrated camera based on multiple planes has been
proposed in this paper. In our approach, the planes do
not need to be perpendicular to each other. This means

Figure 13: Input images for comparing evaluation.

Figure 14: Comparison of x-y coordinates between Si-
mon’s method and our method with theoretical values.

that any planes in arbitrary position and pose can be used
for registration. Furthermore the registration can be per-
formed frame by frame without using all frames in in-
put image sequence. Thus we can construct the AR sys-
tem easily, and overlay a virtual object onto the image se-
quence correctly.

Automatic segmentation of features into planes is currently
under study. If the processing is automated, the system
will become much more useful, furthermore, will be pos-
sible to perform on-line. This will be further interesting
work.
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